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VOL. 43, NO. 3 ETHNOMUSICOLOGY FALL 1999 

Imagining the Homeland: Poetry, 
Songs, and the Discourses of Albanian 
Nationalism 

JANE C. SUGARMAN / State University of New York at Stony Brook 

They have one master passion, the Bishop and the Pasha, and when they have 
finished praying for each other's destruction in their daily secret devotions, I sus- 

pect that a fervent little clause in Greek and in Turkish is addressed in much the 
same phraseology to Allah and the Trinity. And that is for the destruction of a spell- 
ing book. They look upon that spelling book much as Zeus regarded the torches 
of Prometheus. The end of the Turkish Empire is somehow predestined in the cab- 
alistic symbols of its alphabet, and its little reading lessons in words of one syllable 
are like to be more fateful to the Greek Church than all the tractates of the here- 
tics. I saw it once, and turned its pages with timid care, as one might handle a tor- 

pedo. (Brailsford 1971 [1906]: 249-50) 

During 
the past two decades, as cultural forms have come to be viewed 

as crucial participants in the constitution, maintenance, and transfor- 
mation of social formations, scholars have looked anew at the phenome- 
non of nationalism. In studies that have revised fundamental notions of how 
the system of nation-states came to be, Gellner (1983), Anderson (1991), 
Balibar (1991), Hobsbawm (1992), Chatterjee (1986, 1993), and others have 
examined the connection in many world areas between the "imagining" of 
a nation and the literary, educational, publishing, and folkloristic activities 
of a newly consolidated middle class. Although many scholars have con- 
centrated their attention on the development of nationalist discourses and 
their simultaneous dissemination among, and production of, a literate bour- 

geoisie, few have gone on to trace the effect of these activities on local rural 

populations, whose recruitment was often necessary to the establishment 
of the nation-state. Discussing the Albanian nationalist movement, for ex- 

ample, Hobsbawm at one point concedes that the production of literary 
texts by no means guaranteed their reception by the population at large: 
"... we should beware of too much reliance on the literate. In what sense, 
or even how far, ordinary Albanians in the late nineteenth and early twen- 
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420 Ethnomusicology, Fall 1999 

tieth centuries saw themselves as such, or recognized an affinity with one 
another, is far from clear" (Hobsbawm 1992:53). 

The present study is, in a sense, a response to Hobsbawm's observa- 
tion.' In it I propose that, among Albanian speakers, the support of villag- 
ers for the nationalist cause was secured in part when nationalist poems- 
the medium of the literate middle class-were transformed into men's 
narrative songs, the medium of a rural population on the verge of literacy. 
Toward that end, and in light of recent theoretical works on nationalism, I 
examine in some detail the works of three poets writing and publishing at 
the turn of the century, with a view toward charting their roles in the for- 
mulation of a set of discourses through which the case for a united Alba- 
nia was argued. I then survey the extent to which elements of their poetry 
have been absorbed into the song repertoire of a present-day southern Al- 
banian rural community, and suggest some of the routes through which 
printed verse might gradually have entered the realm of oral practice.2 Fi- 
nally, I consider the impact of such verse on the production among Alba- 
nian speakers of a new, national form of subjectivity, and reflect on the 
means and consequences of its reproduction in each generation since the 
turn of the century.3 Taken together, these developments bear witness to 
the creation of a deeply felt sense of local identity via processes of global 
integration. 

The "Rebirth" 

Following the reign of Suileyman the Magnificent in the sixteenth cen- 
tury, the Ottoman Empire began to undergo a military and economic de- 
cline. Historians increasingly cast this decline in terms of the Empire's grad- 
ual accommodation to, and ultimate incorporation into, the expanding 
market system that was emanating from Western Europe.4 The peripheral- 
ization of the Empire was signaled dramatically in 1839 by the adoption of 
a set of reforms known as the Tanzimat, which brought Ottoman govern- 
mental and educational systems, as well as the Empire's armed forces, into 
closer conformity with those of its Western European counterparts (see 
particularly Shaw and Shaw 1977:55-171). As economic links to Europe 
increased, a new class of merchants arose in Ottoman territories. Eastern 
Orthodox Christians entered this profession in large numbers and eventu- 
ally became the preeminent traders of the Empire, many of them taking up 
permanent residence outside southeastern Europe (Stoianovich 1960). 

Beginning in the early nineteenth century, largely through the instiga- 
tion of expatriate communities of merchants and intellectuals, various self- 
declared national groups-including Serbs, Greeks, Romanians, Bulgarians, 
Albanians, and Turks-became involved in nationalist movements that were 
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to result in the breakup of the Empire. For groups whose desired home- 
land still lay within Ottoman borders, the declaration of each new nation- 
state presented a further threat to their territorial aspirations, but at the 
same time it also provided a potential staging ground for their literary, 
political, and military activities. The flowering of vernacular literature that 
occurred among most such groups is most often referred to as a "rebirth" 
or "renaissance" (Alb. rilindja; Bulg. vaizrazhdane; cf. Czech obrozeni; 
Croat. preporod) or as an "awakening" (Alb. zg/imi), implying the belief, 
common among its participants, that they were discovering a long-forgot- 
ten sense of their innate identity, prompting them to revive a pre-existing 
national culture that had merely been dormant for several centuries. In 
surveying the history of each such "rebirth," it is clear that in most cases 
the intelligentsia's linguistic and folkloric pursuits led directly to the devel- 
opment of nationalist aspirations, and that their literary activities became 
inseparable from the formulation of political strategies.5 

It was among such an intelligentsia, composed not only of Christian 
merchants but also of Muslim officials, that the Albanian "rebirth" or Ril- 
indja was fashioned.6 The lives of three southern Albanian men who func- 
tioned as both political and literary figures illustrate the diverse ways that 
individuals of different class backgrounds became active in the nationalist 
movement, and how its characteristic discourses arose through their en- 
counters with a range of literary traditions. In the accounts that follow, I 
do not mean to place an undue emphasis on the individual agency of these 
men. Following Balibar (1991:90), I see them as simultaneously producing 
the discourses of the Rilindja and being produced as national subjects by 
them. 

Thimi Mitko and Bdleta Shqyp&tare 

Thimi Mitko, born in 1820 in the town of Korg•e (now in southeastern 
Albania), is one of a number of Rilindja figures whose families were Ortho- 
dox Christian merchants.7 After attending the Greek school in Korge, Mit- 
ko worked in the clothing business and eventually set up his own trading 
firm. In this capacity he traveled widely between cities in the Ottoman 
Empire, newly independent Greece and Romania, and Central Europe. 
During frequent trips to Vienna, he became acquainted with political and 
intellectual currents emanating from Western Europe, and with writings by 
Central European scholars on Balkan languages and folklore. By 1857 he 
had joined an Albanian cultural society in Istanbul, and in 1859 began to 
write about Albanian affairs. In that same year he began to travel to Egypt 
on business, and by 1865, he had settled there permanently. 

The Albanian community in Egypt had begun to develop shortly after 
1805, when Muhammad 'Ali, who was partially of Albanian descent, became 
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Governor-General of Egypt. Because it included northerners (Gegs) and 
southerners (Tosks), Christians and Muslims, and individuals of urban and 
rural background, it probably came closest of all expatriate communities 
to a microcosm of the Albanian-speaking population, and the proximity in 
which the various groups lived seems to have encouraged them to regard 
each other as countrymen.8 A description of the community published in 
1908, a half-century after Mitko's arrival, illustrates how a sense of identity 
based on religion, as reinforced by the Ottoman administrative or millet 
system, was then only just giving way to the notion of an "Albanian" na- 

tionality based on a common language: 

Here in this blessed place that they call Egypt or Misir, there live numerous 
Albanians: Gegs and Tosks, Christians and Muslims, Orthodox and Catholic, 
Bektashi and Sunni, rich and poor, a few who are educated and knowledge- 
able and many who are not. The number of Albanians in Egypt cannot be 
confirmed with precise statistics, for there are none ... Muslims are recorded 
as Turks (turq), Christians as rum or Greeks, and as for Catholics, they are not 
recorded on any sound basis, but upon the whim of the clerk (pas beribajit, 
si te kete marrur maj'e kalemit) ... (Tirtja 1987:114-15).9 

Spiro Dine, a fellow southerner, provided a description of musical life in 

Egypt in that same year: 

... at that time there were many Albanians in Egypt: wherever you went you 
ran into them. The garrisons of Cairo were full of Gegs and Tosks. The songs 
and dances never stopped; the bozuk, the tambura, and the bakllama [all 
types of Near Eastern long-necked lutes] rang out on all sides: it was as if we 
were in Albania... (Sako et al. 1962:10). 

Shortly after his arrival in Egypt, Mitko began to correspond with intel- 
lectuals from the Albanian-speaking communities of Greece and Italy.'o Sev- 
eral collections of Italo-Albanian folk songs were published in the 1860s, and 
Mitko followed suit in 1878. The collection of songs and other folkloric 
materials that he gathered in Egypt was the first such publication to contain 
both northern and southern songs. Mitko titled it the "Albanian Bee" (orig. 
Greek Alvanike melissa, Alb. Boleta shqypotare), by which he meant to 
evoke an image of himself as folklorist, alighting upon each of his country- 
men in turn to cull from them a bit of the nectar of their shared heritage." 

Although the folkloric texts were rendered in the Albanian language, 
the volume was published using a modified Greek alphabet, and its origi- 
nal title page appeared in Greek language. Knowing that the Greek Ortho- 
dox clergy were opposed to the development of Albanian literacy, Mitko 
addressed the preface to a Greek readership, arguing that the masses of 
Albanians could come to appreciate the ideas associated with Greek 

"civilization"only after having learned to read their "mother tongue."'12 He 

expressed a somewhat different set of concerns in an appeal that he sent 
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to expatriate Albanian merchants in 1874, seeking funding for the book's 

publication. The volume, he promised, would be an excellent vehicle per 
zgjuarjen dhe bashkimin e shqip[6]tar?ve: "for the awakening and unit- 

ing of the Albanian people" (Haxhihasani 1962:21). Mitko included in the 
collection an extensive glossary of dialect words, as well as many local say- 
ings and greetings, to serve as a corpus of Albanian-language texts. In the 
case of songs presenting historical narratives, he undertook considerable 
research to identify the individuals mentioned and the years in which the 
events depicted took place, appending this information to the end of each 
song. Here his intent seems to have been to use the songs both to construct 
a national history of the Albanian people and to provide images of military 
heroism that might inspire Albanian men to participate in a future indepen- 
dence struggle. 

Despite some drawbacks, Beleta shqypetare provides the best available 
evidence for what men's songs in Albanian language were like before the 
period of the war of independence (1878-1912), as well as clues to how 
men of the time conceived of aspects of collective identity. One hundred 
men's narrative songs are included, of which eighty-one are in southern 
dialects. The southern songs depict events taking place between approxi- 
mately 1720 and 1870, although they should not necessarily be assumed 
to be as old as the events they describe. Very few come from the Korgie 
region, even though that was Mitko's home. The great majority describe 
events to the south of Korge-either in the far south of what is now Alba- 
nia, or in areas now in Greece, particularly in and around the town of Jan- 
ina (Gr. Ioannina). Most are what I will refer to as "chronicle" songs: songs 
which recount historical events primarily in the third person or in the form 
of a conversation. At times the heroism of one or more men is extolled, 
but often the account is dispassionate, although the allegiance of the nar- 
rator is always clear: 

Kur qe tetoqint seneja, 
i dergoi Memush kahpeja: 
-Ali pasho, ngreu, eja, 
se ngriti krye raeja. 
-Falu, o Shenvasil i shkreto. 

-Sfalemi sa jemi vet. .... 
Ne jemi kapedanata. 
Mag/or Lima kordbhshpata, 
Spiro Buti qafegiati. 
Thoto kapedan Sokrati: 

-To mbabi, burra, to mbabi, 
se u tremb Ali pashai. 
Dergoi te Veli agai. 

In the year 1800 
Memush the traitor sent a message to him: 
"Ali Pasha, arise and come, 
for the reaya [subject peoples] have risen up." 
"Surrender, O wretched Shenvasil [a Christian 

Albanian village in the Sarande district]!" 
"We won't surrender as long as we are alive ... 
We are all brave fighters: 
Magjor Lima the swordsman, 
Spiro Buti with the long neck." 
Captain Sokrat said: 
"Stand firm, men, stand firm, 
for Ali Pasha has been intimidated." 
He sent a message to Veli agha [one of Ali 

Pasha's courtiers]: 
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- Veli be Tripoligano, 

to dcrgon Karaiskaqno. 

Gati ia bori ordhineo 
asqer dymbdbhjeto mijoL, 
te rrethosnjon Shbnvasile, 
Nivicon edhe Bubarino. .... 

"Veli Bey of Tripolis [most likely Ali Pasha's son 
Veli, governor of the Morea] 

sends to you Karaiskagi [an Orthodox military 
commander under his jurisdiction]." 

He readied the troops, 
twelve thousand soldiers, 
to surround Shenvasil, 
Nivice and Bubar [nearby Christian Albanian 

villages] .... 
(Haxhihasani 1981:257-58; annotations from Sako 
and Haxhihasani 1956:125 and 1961:331-36) 

In his preface, Mitko argued that the songs in the collection illustrated 
his contention that loyalty to a common nationality often united Albanian 
Christians and Muslims (cf. Sako and Haxhihasani 1961:9). Although a few 
songs do indeed suggest this, many more give the impression that, in ear- 
lier eras, Albanian speakers were motivated by conflicting sets of interests 
and thus saw themselves as divided by differences of locale, class, and, most 
crucially, religion. This was the case not because religion per se provided 
individuals with differing world views, but because individuals born into 
different religious communities-and hence often different social classes- 
were offered contrasting life trajectories within the Ottoman system. Some 
of the oldest songs in Mitko's collection describe ongoing rivalries between 
Albanian feudal lords during the eighteenth century and the skirmishes that 
regularly broke out between them. As in the example given above, there 
are songs about the suppression by Muslim office holders such as Ali Pa- 
sha of Janina of Christian villagers' uprisings against Ottoman rule; likewise 
there are Muslim laments for Ali when, as a renegade local ruler, he him- 
self was executed by Ottoman forces in 1822. Also from the 1820s are ac- 
counts of the Greek war of independence, when Christian Albanians joined 
Greek peasants and merchants fighting against Ottoman regiments in which 
Albanian Muslims served prominently. From the period after the Tanzimat 
date accounts of demonstrations by Christians against the new conscrip- 
tion army, as well as laments for village men called up to fight and die in 
faraway battles. Later in the nineteenth century, as the Empire's hold on its 
territories was crumbling, songs appeared about local outlaws (kacake), who 
were alternately regarded by villagers as hoodlums or Robin Hood figures. 

The ethnic designations evoked in these song texts suggest that most 
Albanian speakers identified themselves and each other through terms with 
quite delimited meanings, rather than through any single national designa- 
tion. Individuals are generally identified as being from a specific town or 
region, as Gegs and Tosks, or as Muslims (turq or turkollare, lit. "Turks") 
and Christians (kahure, lit. "infidels"; or raeja, lit. "subject peoples")- 
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terms that often convey the partisan sentiments of the men who created 
the song. Songs from the Greek war of independence are especially strik- 
ing, for it is not always clear that the Christian fighters or the Ottoman 
officers are in fact Albanian speakers rather than "Greeks" or "Turks." Al- 
though Mitko viewed all the personages in these songs as "Albanians," not 
even he was immune to the inconsistency of ethnic terminology that is 
evident in his collection. He grouped all southern historical songs under 
the heading "Albanian heroic songs" (Konka shqype trimerishte), while 
separating out the northern songs as "Geg heroic songs" (Kenge trimerie 
gegerishte).'3 

Fewer than one-sixth of the historical texts in the collection contain 
national designations such as "Albanians" (shqypetare) or "Albania" (Shqi- 
ptri).'4 In a few songs, the word shqypetar(e) is used in a seemingly un- 
selfconscious way to refer to one's fellow soldiers. In a song about a 
fighter in Muhammad 'Ali's army who led a brief rebellion, for example, 
the man calls out: "Ku jini, ju shbqyptare?" ("Where are you, you [my fel- 
low] Albanians?" [Haxhihasani 1981:296]). The use of such designations 
should not be surprising. Individuals of the sort represented in the collec- 
tion-mercenaries or merchants living abroad in multi-ethnic areas among 
a variety of Albanian speakers-would certainly have been among the first 
to develop a sense of ethnolinguistic affiliation, and hence to deploy such 
terms. Particularly in the earlier songs, however, recognition of a common- 
ality based on language and/or region of origin does not seem to have co- 
incided with any sense of a political loyalty; the idea that these two should 
be congruent, as they are in a nation-state, would have been foreign to the 
personages in all but the latest songs. 

Invocations of "ShqipEri" are less common, and often appear in the 
form of slogans such as "Albania hates a traitor" (Shqiperia s'do halldup) 
or "hero of Albania" (trim i Shqiperise), that could well have been added 
to the songs long after the time of their creation. Haxhihasani carries his 
interpretation of these usages even further (1962:88-89). Based on com- 
parisons with later manuscripts by other collectors, he hypothesizes that 
Mitko himself added words such as Shqiperi, sbqypetar?, and balldup ("trai- 
tor") to certain songs in order to enhance their patriotic qualities.'5 

Mitko's nationalist activities were not limited to his folklore collecting. 
Beginning in 1867, he published a number of poems and essays that high- 
lighted patriotic themes (see Haxhihasani 1981). Through his travels and 
extensive correspondence, he also regularly relayed information and strat- 
egies among Albanian speakers in Egypt, Italy, Istanbul, Bucharest, and 
Albanian territories in the Balkans. Through his far-reaching contacts, Mit- 
ko became one of the foremost "imaginers" of a unified Albania. From his 
vantage point in Egypt, he could visualize its diverse Albanian-speaking 
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community writ large as a nation-one that he could then make tangible 
through his song collection. From his earlier travels in Central Europe, he 
could cast his vision of nationhood in the discourses of the Enlightenment 
and of romantic nationalism. 

In most of the territories where Albanian speakers lived, including 
Greece, Egypt, and the Ottoman provinces, French language and culture 
were regarded as the symbol of all that was modem, "civilized," democrat- 
ic, and revolutionary: little wonder that Ottoman subjects came to speak of 
themselves as posed between alaturka (Ital. alla turca, "things Turkish") 
and alafranga (Ital. alla franca, "things French/European").'6 Mitko's let- 
ters and essays are filled with allusions to the concept of "enlightenment." 
Our people, he says in one passage, "will become illuminated with the light 
of knowledge" (do te ndritesohet me driten e diturise; Haxhihasani 1981:21). 
In 1880, he composed a poem called "Marsejesa": a sort of Albanian nation- 
al anthem modeled closely on the "Marseillaise" (ibid.:583-84).'7 

For Mitko and his Italo-Albanian colleagues, however, the key figure 
prompting both their folklore collecting and their advocacy of Albanian 
language would seem to have been the German writerJohann Gottfried von 
Herder. Mitko would probably have known of Herder's writings only indi- 
rectly, either through his stays in Vienna or his contacts with Italo-Albanian 
intellectuals. Herder's writings on the need to assert and develop German 
language and "culture" in the face of hegemonic French "civilization" must 
have encouraged Orthodox Christians like Mitko, educated in Greek 
schools, to view their own language and culture as marginalized not by 
French but by Greek "civilization." In his Preface to Beleta shqypetare, 
Mitko included a quote attributed to Herder: "A nation cannot lift itself from 
barbarism in any other manner than by developing its language." Similar- 
ly, Herder's arguments that folk poetry serves as "the archives of a nation- 
ality" (IX, 532) and that from it "one can learn the mode of thought of a 

nationality and its language of feeling" (IX, 530; both quoted in Wilson 
1989) are closely echoed in a description by Spiro Dine of his first meet- 
ing with Mitko: 

... when I arrived here in Egypt in 1866, as a youth of about 20 or 21 years, I 
heard that Thimi Mitko was a shqziptar. I say shqipetar because only he at- 
tempted to write in his own language.... When I first encountered Mitko in 
the Alil Han [caravansary] where he had his office, he greeted me as a fellow 
son of the motherland (momedhetar), and his first words were to ask me if I 
knew some old song or tale. I was astounded by this and smiled at first, but in 
the end he filled my head with talk of Father Archimandrite Kamarda [Dem- 
etrio Camarda], the great Albanian philologist [in] Livorno, Italy; of Panajot 
Kupitori from Hydra in Greece; and many, many other great European philol- 
ogists who say that the customs, language, and history of a people (popull) are 
preserved in their old songs and tales (Sako et al. 1962:9). 
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Naim Frasheri 

Our second poet, Naim Frasheri, represents a very different type of 
Rilindja figure.'8 Born in 1846 in the highland settlement of Frasher, south- 
west of Korgie, Naim was one of several sons of a Muslim bey, a member 
of what Gellner (1983:14) has described as the pre-industrial "warrior-and- 
scribe ruling class." His family were members of the Bektashi Sufi order, a 
form of Islam with ties to Shi'ism that had become particularly prominent 
in parts of southern Albania. 9 It is thought that Naim attended the Turkish 
school in Frashir, where he would have studied Ottoman and Arabic and 
learned to recite the Qur'an. He seems also to have been introduced to 
Persian language during this period, as well as to the poetry of the bejte- 
xhinj: Muslim Albanian poets who wrote verse modeled on Near Eastern 
forms. 

When nineteen, Naim's family moved to Janina, where he studied for 
four years in the Zosimaia gymnasium, whose curriculum included classi- 
cal Greek and Latin, French and Italian, history, philosophy, mathematics, 
physics, and Orthodox Christian theology (Shuteriqi 1982:56). While there, 
he developed a clandestine interest in the writings of Voltaire and Rous- 
seau and probably continued his Persian studies. After a decade as a bureau- 
crat in various towns of southern Albania, he moved to Istanbul by 1882, 
there participating in a growing circle of Albanian patriots while working 
in the Ottoman Ministry of Education. During these years, Naim very like- 
ly encountered some of the Italo-Albanian publications of the 1860s and 
perhaps also Mitko's essays and even his song collection. It is certain that 
he continued his acquaintance with European writings while in Istanbul, 
including more recent schools of French literature as well as studies of 
Albanian language and folklore by J. G. von Hahn and others. 

Although Naim and his brothers Abdyl and Sami are often referred to 
as the fathers of Albanian nationalism, they also represent a type of Otto- 
man intellectual found among many educated Muslim men during the late 
nineteenth century. Abdyl, the oldest of the three, fought in his youth as a 
mercenary in the Ottoman army, and was a government bureaucrat and 
member of the Ottoman parliament; he also became the foremost states- 
man of the Albanian independence movement. In 1878, when the Great 
Powers threatened to apportion Albanian lands between newly liberated 
neighboring states, he helped to found the famous Albanian League or 
League of Prizren. Shortly thereafter, he traveled throughout Europe to 
plead for the formation of an autonomous Albanian province within the 
Ottoman Empire (see Skendi 1967:72-74).20 

Naim's younger brother Sami, known in Turkish as Semseddin Sami, 
was in his day one of Istanbul's foremost literary figures: a multilingual 
"print-capitalist" (Anderson 1991) who played a crucial role in simultaneous- 
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ly creating a cosmopolitan Ottoman reading public and disseminating Eu- 
ropean discourses and literary forms among them.21 Sami lived in an era in 
which presses and newspapers were proliferating throughout the Empire, 
allowing men such as himself to operate at least semi-independently as "in- 
tellectuals." As part of his journalistic activities, he founded a celebrated 
Turkish-language newspaper (Sabah) and wrote for many others, and he 
issued a series of inexpensive books that he called the "pocket library" (Cep 
kutiiphanesi). In Turkish language he published numerous novels, plays, 
and translations of European literary classics such as Les Misdrables and 
Robinson Crusoe. 

As a complement to his publishing ventures, Sami was a prolific lexi- 
cographer and philologist of Turkic languages, and produced several im- 
portant dictionaries and encyclopedias. Motivated not by a distaste for Ar- 
abic and Persian but by a conviction in the distinctiveness of different 
language families, he was among the first to advocate that words in those 
languages be removed from Ottoman speech and replaced by neologisms 
created from Turkic roots. He is thus considered to be one of the founders 
of modern Turkish. But with his brother Naim, Sami also played a major 
role in the development of literary Albanian. He designed one of the major 
Albanian alphabets of the period based on Latin letters, and then used this 
alphabet as a basis for several Albanian-language textbooks (see Skendi 
1960), including the notorious Abetare or "spelling book" mentioned in the 
quotation that opens this paper. He is also believed to have penned an 
anonymous political pamphlet in 1899 entitled Shqiperia ?'ka qene, 'eshto 
e ?do te bWhet&? (translated most often as Albania: Past, Present, and Fu- 
ture), in which he laid out in detail a plan for an independent Albanian 
republic (see Skendi 1967:167-69).22 

Naim's profile as a political figure is considerably more muted. In the 
course of his life he published volumes of prose and poetry in Persian, 
Turkish, and Greek; he also became the preeminent Albanian-language poet 
of his generation. If Mitko worked ardently to implement Herder's views 
on language and culture, Naim drew his literary inspiration from more di- 
verse sources, including the literature of ancient Greece and Rome; the 
spiritual poetry of Islam; and the ideals of French humanist, Enlightenment, 
and romantic writers.23 Naim believed that the Albanian language was de- 
scended from that of the Pelasgians, considered by scholars of the time to 
be the original inhabitants of the Balkan peninsula (see Kastrati 1971:107- 
12). For him, the language and culture of classical Greece and Rome were 
a part of his people's legacy, as were Near Eastern languages and Sufi po- 
etry through his Muslim faith. For him and for his brothers, being "civilized" 
(i/e qyteteruar) and persons of "knowledge" (dituria) seems to have meant 
drawing on the wisdom of all such texts in order to "elevate" (lartesohem) 
oneself and one's countrymen. 
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Before Naim, the poetry of Muslim southern Albanians had been closely 
aligned with Near Eastern literary traditions. Although in Albanian language, 
it was based on Persian or Arabic forms and written in Arabic script, and its 
lexicon was rich with Ottoman vocabulary (see Kale5i [Kaleshi] 1966-67, 
Hetzer 1984, Norris 1993, Elsie 1995). Working in conjunction with Sami, 
Naim developed a clear, unadorned Albanian language, devoid of imported 
European or Near Eastern words. If, as Gellner (1983:11) argues, elite litera- 
tures prior to the nationalist period were often constructed so as to be inac- 
cessible to the common people, Naim's verse combined folk elements with 
learned tropes in a language that he hoped all Albanian speakers could un- 
derstand, regardless of class, religion, or locale, and that could be used to 
instruct a people only just learning to read its "mother tongue." To achieve 
his linguistic ends, Naim (with Sami) created many neologisms in order to 
render into Albanian the European discourses that he and his cohorts were 
eagerly embracing. So, for example, the word i/e qyteteruar, "civilized," was 
derived from qytet, "city"; dituria, "knowledge," from i/e ditur, "knowledge- 
able, learned"; and lartesohem, "I elevate myself," from i/e larte, "high.'"24 
For present-day Albanian speakers, it is difficult to realize that his language, 
now so intrinsic to the standard literary language, must have seemed very 
novel, and even "foreign," to its first generation of readers. Like Sami, Naim 
published several textbooks to be used in newly opened Albanian-language 
schools in his homeland, and virtually all his Albanian-language writings seem 
to have been intended to lead his readers into the nationalist movement. 

Naim's best-known poem, published in Bucharest in 1886, is "Bagvoti 
e Bujqesija" ("Stockbreeding and Farming"), whose opening lines have 
been diligently memorized by generations of Albanian students (N. Frasheri 
1995a:21):25 

O malet' e Shqiperise eju o lisat' e giate! 
Fushat e gijra me lule, q'u kam nder ment dit' e nat&! 
Ju bregore bukuroshe eju lumenjt' e kulluar! 
(uka, kodra, brinja, gerxhe dhe pylle to gjelberuar! 
Do te keondonj bagetine qo mbaniju e ushqeni, 
O vondethit' e bekuar, ju mendjen ma defreni! 
Ti Shqipori, me ep ndere, mo ep emerin shqipetar, 
Zemeren ti ma gatove plot me deshire dhe me zjarr. 
Shqipri, o mema ime, ndonesejam i morguar, 
Dashurine tende kurrO zemera s'e ka harruar. ... 

O mountains of Albania and you 0 tall oak trees! 
Broad fields of flowers that are in my thoughts day and night! 
You beautiful hillocks and you limpid streams! 
Peaks, crags, and hillsides, cliffs and forests of intense green! 
I will sing of the herds that you sustain and nourish, 
O dear, blessed places, you enchant my thoughts! 
You, Albania, you give me my honor, you give me the name Albanian, 
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You have rendered my heart full of desire and burning. 
Albania, O my mother[land], even though I am in exile, 
My heart has never forgotten your love.... 

At the time that Naim published his poem, Romania had an expatriate Al- 
banian community of some 40,000 persons (Faensen 1980:46), and it has 
been suggested that the poem was written to gain their financial support 
for the independence movement (Shuteriqi 1982:94). In a central portion 
of the poem (lines 207-227), Naim in fact specifies the territory east of the 
Adriatic Sea that he envisions as comprising the "Motherland" (Memedhe), 
including districts lying beyond the present-day borders of Albania: from 
Ulcinj (now in Montenegro) in the north to 4amieria (in Greece) in the 
south, and from Prishtinie (in Kosova, Yugoslavia) to Skopje and Prilep (in 
Macedonia) and Kastoria (in Greece) in the east. 

Contrary to many stereotypes of Balkan nationalist poetry, "BagSti e 

BujqiSsija" was intended as vernacular high literature rather than as an im- 
itation of folk verse, although its style does allude in places to rural texts. 
With its ecstatic ethos, its nostalgic view of nature, and its plumbing of the 
poet's emotional depths, it falls clearly within the romantic literary tradi- 
tion. Its inspiration, however, came from more varied sources. Qosja 
(1986:54-58) and Elsie (1995:231-32) suggest an indebtedness to Hesiod's 
Works and Days as well as to Virgil; Elsie in fact translates the title as "Bu- 
colics and Georgics," alluding to Virgil's two lengthy pastoral works. Shu- 
teriqi (1982:151), however, points to a more immediate inspiration for 
Naim's poem: the Regrets of sixteenth-century French humanist Joachim 
Du Bellay. Having left Paris to live and write in Rome, Du Bellay composed 
Les Regrets, a collection of sonnets modeled on Latin verse, as a medita- 
tion on his very mixed memories of his homeland France. Shuteriqi notes 
a close parallel between several of the tropes found in an early section of 
Naim's poem and those found in the first lines of one of Du Bellay's son- 
nets. And the effusive praise, replete with exclamation points, that Naim 
lavishes on his "motherland" echoes a humorous sonnet that Du Bellay 
addresses to a beloved, in which he satirizes Petrarchian verse (sonnet 91; 
Du Bellay 1966:164): 

O beaux cheveux d'argent mignonnement retors ! 

0 front crespe, & serein ! & vous face doree ! 
O beaux yeux de crystal ! 6 grand' bouche honoree, 
Qui d'un large reply retrousses tes deux bordz !... 

O beautiful silver hair so daintily twisted ! 
O crisp, serene forehead ! & you, golden face ! 
O beautiful eyes of crystal ! o large honored mouth, 
that tucks your two [cheeks] up into a large fold !... 
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If not Du Bellay's poem specifically, Naim must have encountered sim- 
ilar French verse in his studies at Zosimaia. Seen from this vantage point, 
he emerges as an enraptured student of "European" culture, smitten both 
by classical verse and by French belles-lettres. By merging Renaissance sen- 
timent and style with classical subject matter, Naim created in his poem 
his own form of romanticism, evoking not the cosmopolitan city of Paris 
but the rural highlands of the Balkan peninsula. Although his personal 
memories were primarily of the mountains around Frasher, he gave to them 
the name "Albania." 

In his final works, Naim concentrated on the genre of the epic, inspired 
by the works of Homer and Virgil as well as by Persian and Albanian Sufi 
poetry (see Collaku 1971; Qosja 1986). Through his book-length epics, he 
reached back through history to locate personages who could serve Alba- 
nians as ancestor figures and model heroes in their quest for an indepen- 
dent land. His first epic, Historia e Skenderbeut ("The history of Skelnder- 
beg," 1898; cf. Shuteriqi 1982:192-210, Qosja 1986:241-66), details the life 
and death of SkeSnderbeg, a fifteenth-century feudal lord who unified mem- 
bers of the Albanian-speaking nobility under his leadership and succeeded 
in ousting Ottoman forces from northern territories for several decades (see 
Skendi 1967:3-4). For Naim and others in the Rilindja, Skenderbeg served 
as an ideal symbol of a united Albanian people resisting Turkish rule. More- 
over, the military pact that he oversaw enabled them to posit the existence 
of a pre-Ottoman, medieval "Albania" that could then be "reborn" as a 
modern Albanian state. 

Naim's second epic, Qerbelaja ("Karbala," 1898), is a religious poem 
recounting the seventh-century battle of Karbala, the defining moment in 
the split between Sunni and Shi'i Islam. At Karbala (now in Iraq), on the 
tenth day of the month of Muharram in the year 60 A.H./680 A.D., Muham- 
mad's grandson Husayn and a group of his supporters were defeated in 
battle by members of the rival Umayyad family, thus assuring that the Is- 
lamic Caliphate would thereafter bypass Muhammad's own descendants. 
Bektashi Sufis in Albania and elsewhere, who consider themselves to be 
followers of both Muhammad and his son-in-law (and paternal cousin) 'Ali, 
commemorate Husayn's suffering and martyrdom each year through a fast 
known as Matem (Arab. Ma'tam), which is observed on the first ten days 
of Muharram. If "BagSti e Bujqesija" was written to interest Orthodox Chris- 
tian merchants in the nationalist cause, then Qerbelaja was evidently in- 
tended to recruit Albanian Bektashi, for whom nationalist sentiments might 
seem to be both contrary to Islamic principles and-in the case of the 
elite-a challenge to their privileged economic position within the Empire. 

In the final chapter of Qerbelaja, as he draws lessons from the battle 
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of Karbala, Naim formulates a spiritual philosophy that presents Albanian 
patriotism as a facet of religious commitment (see also Norris 1993:182- 
88). One passage in particular succinctly fuses Sufi beliefs in God's perva- 
sive presence in the world (lines 61-78) with the Enlightenment ideal of 
elevating oneself through the light of knowledge (lines 87-98; words said 
to have been created by Naim are highlighted): 

lines 61-78: 

Besojmo Zotn' e verteto, 
Q'oshto gjithesija veto; 
Pa ato s'ka vont gjlokundi, 
Ay 'shto kreji dhefundi, 
Mo ?do ano qo shikojmo, 
Fytyron e tij voshtrojmo, 
E toiro 'oshto kjo jeto, 
Esht' ay Zot' i verteto! 
Luleto, qo lulozojnm, 
Bukurin' e tij tregojno, 
Ay oshto trondafili, 
Ay veto dhe bilbili; 
Po kur desh Zot' i vortete 
Te dil faqeza ne jete, 
Ahere beri njerin6; 
Atje ta gjesh Perendine! 
Kush njohu vebten' e tija, 
E di ?'&shte Perondija!... 

lines 87-98: 
0 njeri! to qofsha falo! 
E kupeton koto fjalo? 
Pa mblith mondjen' e mendohu 
Dhe ngrehu e lartisohu 
Duke marro dituritie, 
Qo ta bosh natono dito, 
Sa to munt? ndritohu miro, 

Mos qendro no errisiri, 
Nga njeriu i vorteteo 
s'ka me to larto no jete; 
Se mondje e njeriezisie 
Eshto pesh' e Perondiso .... 

We believe in the true God, 
who is the cosmos itself, 
without Him no place exists, 
He is the beginning and the end. 
Everything which we gaze upon 
bears His resemblance. 
Everything in this life 
is He, the true God! 
The flowers that bloom 
show forth His beauty, 
He is the rose, 
He Himself the nightingale. 
When the true God wished 
to reveal Himself in the world, 
He created humankind- 
there you will find God! 
Whoever knows himself 
knows what is God! ... 

O human! May you be honored! 
Do you understand this word? 
Gather your thoughts and think, 
arise and elevate yourself 
taking knowledge upon yourself 
so that you may make of the night day, 
enlighten yourself to the best of your 

ability: 
do not remain in darkness. 
There is nothing more noble in life 
than the true person; 
for the mind of humankind 
bears the weight/power of God.... 
(N. Frashiri 1995c:306-307) 

In the poem's closing lines, in language reminiscent of his Skienderbeg epic, 
Naim interprets the battle of Karbala as a metaphor for the Albanian strug- 
gle, calling upon Albanians to sacrifice their lives for the "Motherland" as 
the faithful did for Husayn: 
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Shqipetari trim mefleto, 
Si ka qono le to jeto; 
Te keto glith' urtesine 
E ta dojo Shqiperino, 
Te vdeso por MWemeidhenie, 
Si Mybtari por Hyseno, 
Te ng/anjo mo Ibrahimneo 
Edhe mo Eba-Myslimno; 
To jete trim e i miro, 
Po te mos jet' egersirie; 
Te jet' i qytetieruar, 
I ditur' e i mesuar; 
Ti ape nder Shqiporiso. 
U befto e Perondise. 

May the Albanian be an invincible hero 
as he has always been, 
may he have great wisdom 
and may he love Albania, 
may he die for the Motherland 
as al-Mukhtar did for Husayn, 
may he emulate Ibrahim 
and Ibn Muslim, 
may he be both brave and kind, 
but may he not be brutish, 
may he be civilized, 
knowledgeable and educated, 
and may he bring honor to Albania 
so that it will be blessed by God. 
(ibid.:289) 

Whereas in "Bageti e Bujqiesija" Naim had fashioned a discourse of pasto- 
ral nostalgia to advance his nationalist goals, in his epics he took up and 
recast two additional discourses that would come to suffuse all subsequent 
periods of Albanian nationalism: one of enlightenment and ecumenicism, 
the other of military heroism. 

Sali Butka 

Five years after Naim's death in 1900, a secret committee was founded 
in the town of Manastir (now Bitola, Macedonia) with the goal of liberating 
Albanian lands not only from Turkey but also from predatory neighboring 
states. Shortly thereafter, armed guerrilla units (fetos) were formed in south- 
ern districts. Due to frequent encroachments by Greek troops into south- 
ern border areas, the Vetes remained active through the period that includ- 
ed the declaration of an independent Albania in 1912 and its recognition by 
the Great Powers in 1918. Prominent among Vete commanders were edu- 
cators, whose students entered the Vetes in large numbers, as did many vil- 
lagers.26 Among the commanders was Sai Butka, who was born in the Kolon- 
je district south of Korgie. A contemporary of Naim's, Sali was also Bektashi. 

Although not of the literary caliber of Naim, Sali was also a poet. What 
is striking about his most well-known poems is that they were composed 
one by one, in the field, as he moved with his Vete from one military en- 

gagement to the next. In language and subject matter, they are closer to 
the style of rural songs than are Naim's poems, while still partaking of the 
romantic and patriotic discourses of the era. Most commemorate specific 
battles waged by the Vete, in the form of a "chronicle" detailing the event 
or of a lament eulogizing a fallen soldier. One such lament is a poem about 
his son Gani, who was killed in battle in 1914 (Butka 1972:55-56): 
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Malet e Gramozit qajne 
e njo zi to madhe mbajno 
qajno Gani kapedano 
edhe diton qo u ndane. 

Ato male kush i shkelte? 
Ve? Ganiu me shoke delte, 
kunder armikut qendronte, 
nde shi, ndo dobore luftonte. 

Po qan dhe Qaf e Kazanit, 
pyjet dhe sheshet e stanit, 
guro e drure po vajtojno, 
Gani Butken s'e harrojno, 

trim'n e bukur, kordhbtaro, 
qe i vinte lufta mbare. 
Kater vjet, o Gano, o drito, 
s'na lane armiqosito. ... 

The mountains of Gramos are weeping, 
they are observing a deep mourning, 
they are crying for Gani the captain 
and for the day that they separated from him. 

Those mountains, who was able to scale them? 
Only Gani went out with his comrades, 
he stood against the enemy, 
and fought in the snow and rain. 

The Kazan Pass is also crying, 
as are the forests, fields, and dairies, 
the rocks and the trees are lamenting, 
they won't forget Gani Butka, 

the handsome hero, the swordsman, 
who battled so successfully. 
For four years, O Gani, O my light, 
the enemy never left us alone.... 

Another poem addresses the Frashiri brothers directly, alluding to the stir- 

ring events that took place in Albanian lands in the years following their 
deaths (Godo 1964:337-38): 

Ngreu, o Abdyl bej nga varri 
Se t'u mbarua qollimi, 
Koba u kthye so mbari 
Hidhi syto nga perondimi. 

Q& te shikosh Shqip&rino, 
Nga giumi i rondo u zg/ua, 
PoCrmond Samin' e Naimne, 
Ta shobhn q'u lulezua. 

Te shikojn' Adriatikno, 
Qo u be i Shqiporise, 
Me val' e godit armikno, 
Me fuqi to Perondis&o... 

Arise, O Abdyl Bey, from your grave 
for your goal has been attained. 
Times have taken a turn for the better. 
Cast your eyes to the west27 

so that you can see how Albania 
has awakened from a heavy sleep. 
Awaken Sami and Naim 
so that they can see how it has blossomed, 

so that they can see the Adriatic 
that has now become Albania's. 
With its waves it strikes down the enemy 
with the power of God ... 

Once the fighting had ceased, Sali published his poems from the (ete years 
in a collection called Ndjenja p&r Atdhene ("Feelings for the Fatherland"; 
see Butka 1972). Although poems by all three men-Thimi Mitko, Naim 

Frasheri, and Sali Butka-are sung today in southern villages, it is Sali's 

poems that are most widely known. 
An examination of the lives of men such as these reveals certain ironic 

aspects of the history of southeast European nationalist movements. First, 
if it is the case (as Anderson, Gellner, and others have argued) that the de- 

velopment of print capitalism and of a national language and literature were 

prerequisites to the formation of the nation-state system, then the existence 
of an educated, diasporic middle class was surely a prerequisite to both. In 
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almost every case, these nationalist movements developed through actions 
initiated outside the territory that was claimed as the "homeland," and each 
relied on a widely dispersed network of officials, merchants, educators, and 
perhaps religious leaders, all of whom had a particular need to develop 
means of long-distance communication. Second--especially for Christians, 
who were for the first time entering the ranks of the educated in large 
numbers-an "awakening" to one's national language and its literary pos- 
sibilities became possible only through a prior awakening to a far broader 
range of predominantly European literary and scholarly writings, together 
with an acceptance of their hegemonic discourses. In short, although the 
consolidation of a cosmopolitan middle class did indeed bring about the 
present system of nation-states in southeastern Europe, it did so as one 
important phase in ongoing processes of globalization and transnationalism 
that have continued to the present. These processes should not be viewed, 
as they often are, as ushering in a historical period succeeding that of the 
"national," but rather as the very catalyst that, in an earlier era, made na- 
tionalist movements possible (cf. Foster 1991). 

From Poems to Songs 
I turn now to the song repertoire of one present-day Albanian commu- 

nity to illustrate the transformation brought about in southern rural areas 
by the writings of Rilindja figures. Members of this community refer to them- 
selves as presparo, "people from Prespa," alluding to the large lake that to- 
day forms the border between Albania, Greece, and their villages in the Re- 
public of Macedonia.28 Among the Albanians in Prespa are descendants both 
of the Bektashi landholders of the Ottoman period and of their Sunni Mus- 
lim subjects. The former, in fact, refer to themselves as kolonjaro ("people 
from Kolonjie") because they believe that their ancestors emigrated to Prespa 
from the Kolonje district in the eighteenth or nineteenth century. Although 
they live in Macedonia, Prespare were in frequent contact with families in 
the Korgi5 region of Albania until 1945. Their folklore can be seen as repre- 
senting an eastern continuation of the cultural forms of that region, and their 
dialect is extremely close to the language of poets such as Mitko, Naim, and 
Sali (see Osmani 1996). Most of the Prespa singers with whom I have worked 
had four to eight years of schooling, often in Macedonian language, although 
a few men attended high school and then teachers' college in Albanian lan- 
guage. Living outside Albania, they were excluded both from the Albanian 
state's educational system and from its socialist-era policies that encouraged 
the creation of new patriotic songs. They may thus maintain an older rep- 
ertoire of narrative songs than that of their neighbors in Albania. 

All the songs in the local Prespa repertoire have a polyphonic texture, 
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with two solo voices interweaving over a choral drone. The majority of 
songs were learned, as singers often say, pe pleqve ("from the elders")- 
from individuals who were of the grandparent generation when today's 
adults were children. Some, however, including a few of the narrative songs 
in the men's repertoire, have been learned in recent decades from broad- 
casts of Albanian radio or from Albanian videos. The melodies and/or texts 
of these "borrowed" songs are quickly adjusted by singers to fit within the 
local style of performance and then join the larger repertoire that circulates 
largely through oral transmission. 

When Prespa men allude to the songs that they believe to be the old- 
est in their repertoire, they mention those that they refer to as shtruar (lit. 
"drawn out" or "sung calmly"): songs sung without much ornamentation 
and in a definite meter that may nevertheless be relaxed in performance. 
Often the domain of older singers, shtruar songs are typically performed 
in a dignified, reserved manner at medium volume, and most are sung to 
melodies used also for the women's repertoire. In addition to songs for ritual 
occasions, love songs, and songs of gurbet (economic emigration), there 
are narrative songs that recount the deaths of village men: not in dramatic 
battles (as in the "chronicle" songs in Beleta shqypotare), but in the course 
of a life led as a farmer or herdsman. Phrased as direct addresses to the 
deceased, and including a mournful refrain, the texts of these short narra- 
tives resemble those of funeral laments performed by Albanian women: 

Vinje qe naj Korea 
bir-o vinje me shtopi ... 

REF.: Tine i nenes Xhemali. 
Kishe ipur bir-o more nje kale dori... 
Aty dene plaso bir-o zono njo pusi ... 
Te goditi Xhemi bir-o tynio g/i mo gii... 
SeV t'i derdhi zorret bir-o zorroit dhe melVi... 
Ty te qanin motrat bir-o me Vember te zi. ... 

You were coming home from Korgie (o son)... 
REF.: O you mother's [son] Xhemali. 
You had mounted on a roan horse ... 
There in a crevice they laid an ambush... 
He struck you, Xhemi, in the chest... 
and pierced your bowels and liver... 
Your sisters were lamenting you, 
wearing black veils... 
(recorded in Toronto, Canada, 1985) 

A second large category of men's songs are those that are sung larter: 
in full voice, at a high pitch level, in a non-metric manner, and with dense 
ornamentation. With small differences in the way that individual men per- 
form them, most are sung to the same melody. I will refer to this as the 
"chronicle" melody because it is the one to which texts are sung that re- 
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semble the songs noted in Mitko's collection. Larter songs are generally the 
province of men in their prime and are often sung in a particularly dramat- 
ic and emotional fashion in which the two soloists gesticulate with their 
hands and look each other in the eye or throw their heads back with eyes 
closed. In response, those droning and listening frequently call out patri- 
otic slogans or pound their fists on the table around which they sit. One 
typical song is about a battle fought by Sali Butka's pete in 1916: 

Vjeshte e trete me t6 dale 
C'u fillua Komiteti. 
Komiteti mori male 
Panarit me lufte rane 
C'u vrane dy kapedanO 
Nebi Kupi me Rizan6. 
Sali beut aberja dhane 
per Nebin6 e p~r Rizan&. 
Sali beu tha nja dyfjal:." 
Mos, burra, qani si grate! 
Mengoni neser me nate 
qe te veme ne Voskopoje, 

Voskopojes t'i v~me zjarre, 
t'i zeme Grekerit s& g/allk, 
sejemi trime shqipetare! 

The third month of autumn was just ending 
when the Ceto movement began. 
The peto took to the mountain, 
Panarit [a town in Kolonje] fell in battle, 
and two captains were killed: 
Nebi Kugi and Riza [Panariti]. 
The news was brought to Sali Bey [Butka] 
about Nebi and Riza. 
Sali Bey said a few words: 
Men, don't cry like women! 
By tomorrow night you must be gone 
so that we can go on to Voskopojie [a settlement 

of Orthodox Christians suspected of being 
Greek sympathizers], 

to set Voskopojie on fire, 
and capture the Greeks alive, 
because we are Albanian heroes! 
(Toronto, 1985; another performance may be 
heard on Leibman 1974, B6, or as reproduced on 
Sugarman 1997b, selection 12) 

A few songs in the men's repertoire are "lament-like" in text structure and 
melody, but are performed in the more dramatic larter style, such as this 
song about Gani Butka: 

Ku ta bejme djalo ne dimrin sinvjet? ... 
REF.: O Gani medet! 
ku t'me bej mua djalo Zoti kesmet?... 
D& nje dimer djalo, de nji kiamet ... 
ti me benje lufte bir-o me nje pale grek. ... 
junani me topa bir-o, tine me dyfek ... 
TO kerkon yt ate bir-o, tyne me s't16 ket6... 
Ti kishe ryre bir-o dy pashb n dhet ... 
balluket e zeza bir-o mbetur pormi dhet ... 
Por Shqipzrine e shkreto bir-o dheri me s'to tret!... 
Ishe i vogel bir-o, njezet e dy vjet ... 

Where are we going to pass the winter (O young man)?... 
REF.: Help poor Gani! 
will God ever bring me good fortune? ... 
In a winter, in a storm... 
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you were fighting (O son) against a group of Greeks ... 
the Greeks with cannons, you with a rifle... 
Your father searches for you, but you are nowhere to be found ... 
You were half-buried in the ground... 
locks of your black hair remained above the ground ... 
For poor Albania's sake, may the soil never have taken you [if only you 
could have lived to fight another day]! ... 
You were young, only twenty-two years old... 
(village of Bollacierkie e Poshtme, 1981) 

Aside from a few songs of Ottoman military recruits (kengo nizami), 
most larter songs from Prespa are historical narratives (see Table 1). It is 
noteworthy that the events depicted in them date back only to 1878, the 

year that marks the beginning of the Albanian war of independence. The 
greatest number recount activities of the getos, particularly that of Sali Butka. 
Even though Prespare sing kengo nizami that Albanian scholars have as- 
cribed to the period before 1878, no song chronicles specific historical 
events of that earlier period. It is possible that a newer repertoire of songs 
of the peto period has displaced an older one of songs such as those found 
in Mitko's collection, but it is also possible that Prespa men did not sing 
such larter songs in earlier periods. A dearth of earlier "chronicle" songs 
from the Korge~ region in both Beleta shqypetare and a recent collection 
of Korge~ songs (Panajoti 1982) only substantiates the latter view. Since men 
in both Prespa and the Korge area were primarily farmers, artisans, or 
merchants, it seems likely that they may not have encountered a sort of 
soldier's repertoire until the beginning of the nationalist movement or-at 
the earliest-at the time that they began to serve in the Ottoman army af- 
ter the Tanzimat. 

Of the historical songs listed in the chart, most have texts that are sim- 
ilar in structure and language to songs collected in the nineteenth centu- 

ry. Beginning with those describing events around 1900, however, the 
words for "Albania" and "Albanians" appear frequently. In a few songs, such 
as the two cited immediately above, singers themselves may choose wheth- 
er or not to include patriotic slogans regarding Albania that are similar to 
those that may have been added to the songs in Beleta shqypotare. 

At least seven of the songs are renderings of poems by the three au- 
thors discussed here, each sung to the "chronicle" melody. Of these, the 
oldest ("Korni5 moj e zeza Korge") is based on a poem by Thimi Mitko 

("Korg' moj Korg' e mjera Korge") about an earthquake that took place in 

Korgi in 1879 (see Haxhihasani 1981:582-83). Four songs are versions of 

poems by Sali Butka, all of which have undergone various alterations. As 
sung, for example, Sali's lament to Gani is considerably shorter, and the 
order of lines has been changed: 
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Table 1. Prespa Albanian Men's Narrative Songs 
Year Event/s "Chronicle" Type "Lament-Like" Type 

1878 Congress of Berlin Ipe trene, shkove 
Gjermani 

1879 earthquake in Kornie Korpe moj e zeza Korpe [ThM] 

1884 local outlaws (ka(ake) Qan Rehova, qan Nivica Ne plepa t'Bilishtit 
Shtat' a tete kolonjare 
('ke or bir qe sheretim? 

?? fighting in Prespa ('u mblodh kazaja 

(1886) (ode to Alb countryside) Ku me zjen capi me zile [NF] 

1897 killing of Turkish officer Te xhumane me saba 

(1898) (battle of Karbala) Zejnel Abedin i shtritur [NF] 

1902 killing of Russian consul Manastir Shirok Sokak 

pete activities 
1908 death of Riza Velhishti O Riza medet 

1911 diplomatic efforts O shoke na mori malli 

1913 death of Lace Backa Dolli Lacja na stani 
(Oficeret e Greqise [SB]) 

1914 death of Gani Butka Malet e Gramosit qajne [SB] O Gani medet 
(invoc of Frasheri bros) Ngreu Avdyl bej nga varri [SB] 

burning of villages by Moj e bukura KolonjE Pashe njE EndErr 
Greek fetes 

1916 death of Riza Panariti Vjeshte e tretE me tE dale 
death of Hajdar Kolonja Kollozhek njEzet e shtate 

1917 death of Qazim Panariti Komiteti i Shqiperise [SB] 

1920 killing of Esat Toptani Kjo Libove shum' e miri Mos kujto se te harrova 
by Avni Rustemi 

1939 fall of Alb to Italy Tridhjete e nentE mos ardhq 
kurre 

?? fighting in N Alb Tirane kryeqyteti 

ThM = Thimi Mitko NF = Naim FrashEri SB = Sali Butka 

Malet e Gramosit qajne, 
nje zi t6 madhe mbajne. 
Gure e drure po vajtojne, 
Gani Butken e kerkojne. 
Ato male kush i shkelte? 

VeC Ganiu me shoke shume! 
Trim i mirn, luftetar, 
i vinte lufta mbare 
me giermane e mejunane. 

The mountains of Gramos are weeping, 
they are observing a deep mourning. 
The rocks and the trees weep, 
they are searching for Gani Butka. 
Those mountains, who set foot in them? 

Only Gani with his many comrades! 
A good hero, a fighter, 
he battled successfully 
against the Germans and the Greeks. 

(village of Kranj , 1984) 
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The final two songs are based upon verses of Naim FrashSri. "Zejnel 
Abedin i shtritur," which recounts the heroism of Husayn's son Zayn al- 
'Abidin, derives clearly from Book XV of Qerbelaja, although the text has 
been altered in several respects. The mention of a rifle, for example, up- 
dates the original story and makes the text consistent with historical songs 
of the peto period. The concluding lines of the song do not appear in the 
poem but have evidently been added by local singers: 

From Book XV, lines 179-188: 
Zejnel Abedin i shtritur 
ishte verdbur, isht' venitur. 
Kur dgfjoi per te vollani 
rrembeu pushken edhe dolli. 
Atje vai e gieti t'an6 
edh' u poq me t6 vollan6. 
U odh si trim, si burre 
sikur s'ishte i semure. 

from lines 227-228: 

'Esht, or djalk, '"sht, or burre, 
dera jone me s'mbyllet kurre 

added lines: 
se e kemi mbesuar Zone, 
[Zone edhe Perendin, 
Muametne dhe Aline.] 

Zayn al-'Abidin lay prostrate 
he was pale and wasted. 
When he heard about his brother 
he grabbed his rifle and went out. 
He went there and found his father 
and met up with his brother. 
He jumped up like a hero, like a man 
as if he were not ill. 

Be still, my son, 
our lineage will never be extinguished 

because we have believed in God, 
[in God and in the Deity, 
in Muhammad and 'Ali.] 
(village of Kranje, 1972; issued on 
Leibman 1974, B4) 

"Kur me zjen capi me zile" is a loose assortment of lines that are based upon 
or seem inspired by "Bageti e Bujqesija." Those lines that echo the phras- 
ing of the poem are drawn not from its famous opening but from subse- 
quent descriptions of mountain life (words or phrases found in the poem 
have been highlighted and the number of the original line indicated):29 

20 Kur me zjen capi me zile 
17 atje fryn veri me ere 

per atje qan zemra ime 
120 qe tie rri nje cope 'ere 
17 t& me frye veri me ere. 
1 Malet e Shqiperisie 

kur mbushen me tufe lule 

277 i ka dhbne i madhi Zot 
281 per qejfin tie njeriezisie. 
28 Edhe qyqja kur kiendonte, 

dru me dru vinte, qendronte, 
lum e lum ajo bota 
zene e saj kur e degjonte. 

When the goat bleats with its bell, 
that is where a breeze blows. 
For there my heart weeps, 
that I might rest for a moment's time, 
that a breeze might blow on me. 
The mountains of Albania, 
when they are covered with bouquets 

of flowers, 
the great Lord has given them 
for the pleasure of mankind. 
And the cuckoo when she sang, 
going and alighting on each tree: 
how lucky was this world 
when it heard her voice! 
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33 [Edhe vajzat bukuroshe 
kur mblidben, vene per uj6 
ziren dore per dore, 

34 puthbn buzie per buz i.] 

[And the beautiful young girls 
when they gather to go for water 
take each other by the hand, 
kiss each other lips to lips.] 
(village of Kranjie, 1980) 

All of these songs are known to be sung in districts of southeastern Alba- 
nia as well as Prespa.30 

How did such literary creations-some composed far from Albanian 

territories--find their way to southern villages? The poem by Mitko that is 

sung in Prespa is close in style to village song texts, although its rhyme 
scheme (ABAB, CDCD,...) is a literary one. It is said to have been sung 
by Mitko himself to a melody that he created (Haxhihasani 1981:583), and 
so it is possible that it reached southern Albanian areas first in that form 
rather than as a printed text. The network of Bektashi teqes or lodges, which 
became actively involved in political affairs during this period, was also an 

important link. Two of the poems that evidently served as models for Qer- 
belaja, Dalip Frasheri's Hadikaja ("The Garden") and Shahin Frasheri's 

Muhtarnameja ("Chronicle of al-Mukhtar"), are Bektashi epics that were 
written in Frasher a generation or two before Naim's, by men who were 

possibly his relatives. It is known that poetry was recited aloud in the te- 

qes in Frasher and elsewhere ((ollaku 1971:60), and Norris (1993:169-88) 
has suggested that the two religious epics were composed in such a way 
that one section could be recited on each of the ten nights of Matem in 
commemoration of Husayn's death. Although I have seen no mention of 

this, it seems likely that portions of Qerbelaja were also recited in this way. 
The song "Zejnel Abedin i shtritur" is in fact still recognized as a devotion- 
al song within the Bektashi community in Albania.31 From Bektashi circles, 
some such songs must then have found their way to Sunni households such 
as those of most Prespa singers. 

Two accounts of events of the early twentieth century may illuminate 
another aspect of the transformation from printed text to oral practice. H. 
N. Brailsford, who spent several months in the Bitola district in 1903-04 
under the auspices of the British Relief Fund, published a book on Mace- 
donia in 1906 that provides a vivid description of the Albanian literacy 
movement of the turn of the century: 

... despite the want of organization, a bloodless and innocent propaganda goes 
forward below the surface. ... Beyond the reach of the Turkish authorities, in 
Corfu, in Cairo, in Bucharest, and even in Sofia, wherever Albanians migrate in 
search of labor and wealth, they find some countryman possessed of education 
and enlightenment, who urges upon them the cult of their own language, awak- 
ens their pride in their own nationality, and teaches them to look for a future 
of progress and independence. Returning to their own mountains, they bring 
with them the mysterious lore of the new alphabet (Brailsford 1971:259-60). 
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Among the locales that Brailsford cites as "centers of enlightenment" were 
the cells of Ottoman prisons, where interned schoolteachers were able to 
pass from hand to hand Sami Frasheri's spelling book (Abetare) as well as 
a range of publications by him, Naim, and others. 

One of the individuals who became caught up in the "lore of the new 
alphabet" was Sali Butka, as described in a biography prepared for a non- 
scholarly readership (see Godo 1964). Sali represents a generation of vil- 
lage men who became literate and joined the nationalist movement through 
the efforts of the intelligentsia. Born six years after Naim, he had no for- 
mal education and learned to read Albanian initially on his own-first as 
written in Greek letters, and only later in Sami's Latin alphabet. Eventually 
he was coached in both language and poetry by Petro Nini Luarasi, an ed- 
ucator and activist teaching in the villages of Kolonje. Shortly thereafter, 
Sali began to travel to towns such as Korgie and Bitola to purchase Alba- 
nian-language books and newspapers, which he then distributed through- 
out Kolonje. 

Although most of Sali's biography was written by Godo, the opening 
pages contain a long passage on his early life that Sali himself dictated. Here 
Sali describes the day he was given a copy of Naim's Qerbelaja: 

... another time, when I went to Korq;e, Orhan Pojani took me by the hand, 
saying to me: "Come, I will give you a book. If the Muslims are to become good 
Albanians, this alone will do it." He took me to Thimi Marko's and handed me 
Naim's Qerbelaja. And, in truth, the impression that this book made on the 
people was so great that even the old men and women learned to read Alba- 
nian language for its sake. One of my sisters was about seventy years old when 
she learned to read Albanian just so that she could read Qerbelaja.... When 
friends came to visit me and especially some baba or dervish [head or mem- 
ber of a Sufi order], I summoned my brothers, cousins, and in-laws and together 
we sang out the verses as songs (therrisnim konges) to melodies that we made 
up ourselves. In this way we created various songs (merrnim kenge te ndry- 
shme) from Qerbelaja. .. (ibid.: 15-16)32 

Modeling his poetry on that of Naim, but retaining some features of village 
song texts, Sali began to compose poems about revolutionary activities in 
southern districts that were published regularly in the Albanian newspaper 
Liri i Shqiperiso ("Freedom for Albania"), which was published in Sofia, 
Bulgaria (ibid.:27). Once he became actively involved as a peto command- 
er, he continued to compose poems, writing them down in a notebook that 
he carried on the trail. According to Godo, Sali made literacy an integral 
aspect of activities in the Vete, whose members were expected to practice 
their alphabet and reading between battles (ibid.: 146-47).33 

It is probable that Sali's poems, as well as perhaps those of Naim and 
others, were introduced to villagers initially through the peto movement. 
Although Godo does not describe the practice in his biography, it seems 
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likely that Sali's poems-although originating in written form-were sung 
soon after as songs by members of his and other (etes. They are, in essence, 
forms of folk poetry whose language, drawing initially on the song reper- 
toire of southern regions, was then infused with the themes and tropes of 
the Rilindja through Sali's exposure to written verse. Following this scenar- 
io, pete members would have continued to sing the poems of Sali and oth- 
ers once they returned home, just as they sang the many songs that were 
created orally by pete members. Both types of songs must then have been 
taken up by many villagers who had never belonged to the fetes or, indeed, 
ever participated in a military maneuver. Following World War I, poems 
of the Rilindja period were printed in collections and textbooks, as were 
eventually songs of the independence war. Newly literate villagers were 
then free to transmute both types of printed verse into oral form. Since then, 
performances of songs have been transmitted through the media-first by 
78-rpm recordings and Albanian radio, and more recently via television, 
cassettes, and even feature films.34 

Of the many poems produced by Rilindja figures, only a fraction have 
been sung in recent decades as songs. Those that have tell us something 
about processes of reception when texts are transmitted from one social 
class to another. Of Naim's large output, it is a fragment of "Bageti e Bujqesi- 
ja," with its descriptions of a life not unlike that of its rural singers, that 
has proven most enduring for villagers. From Qerbelaja, the verses known 
in Prespa portray Zayn al-'Abidin as a loyal, heroic fighting man, with none 
of the overtly spiritual or patriotic allusions that characterize Naim's writ- 
ing. Similarly, despite their literary features, Sali's accounts of the deeds and 
deaths of Wet6 figures slip fairly easily into the larger repertoire of narrative 
songs. In one sense, the vast literary corpus of the Rilindja has been dis- 
tilled down by village men to a handful of verses that resonate most strongly 
with their experiences and practices. 

Nevertheless, the transformation of literary texts into songs also infused 
southern singing with elements of the complex of discourses that charac- 
terized the Rilindja. Although the song "Kur me zien capi me zile" describes 
the experiences of rural life, it places them at a nostalgic distance that is 
characteristic of the pastoral as a literary genre. Soldiers in the many chron- 
icle songs step into the historic role of the warrior-hero, but the notion that 
it is the nation for which they fight and die is a new one. There have also 
been instances where southern villagers, including Prespare, have created 
new songs clearly modeled on older printed poems. After World War II, a 
song was collected in the Korge region entitled "Ngreu O Sali nga varri" 
("Arise O Sali from the Grave"; see Panajoti 1982:180), whose beginning 
paraphrases Sali's earlier invocation of the Frasheri brothers, thus adding 
Sali to the Rilindja pantheon. Kolonjare in Prespa sing a song called "Frasher, 
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burimi i bekuar" ("Frashier, Blessed Source")-probably learned from the 
Albanian media-that praises the Frasheri brothers as enlighteners who 
"turned our night into day." And in the 1960s a man in Prespa created an 
ode to the Prespa district whose pastoral style emulates that of Naim: 

Prespe moj e bukur Prespe 
tije rreth i lulezuar. 
Do punojme nate e ditd 
per te zbukuruar tyne. 
Shpeshbria fluturojne, 
mo Vdo peme veno, qendrojne. 
Prespe, ta papa faneo 
gjithbota ziline ta kane. 
Rreth per qark e ke liqen 
edhe malin Pelister. 

Prespa, O beautiful Prespa, 
You are a region in bloom. 
We will work night and day 
in order to beautify you. 
The birds fly about 
and come and alight on each fruit tree. 
O Prespa, if only I had your good fortune: 
the whole world is envious of you. 
Within your region you have the lake 
and the mountain Pelister. 
(village of Nakolec, 1980) 

The poetry of the liberation period thus instigated a process of transforma- 
tion in the subject matter and language of southern songs that has contin- 
ued up to the present. 

Ultimately this ongoing exchange between literati and villagers affect- 
ed far more than poetic style: it helped to restructure the views of rural 
men, and eventually of their families, toward themselves and their commu- 
nities. They gained a deep-seated sense of themselves as being Albanian: 
as belonging to a national group that transcends religious, regional, and class 
divisions. They came to experience that sense of identity as rooted in their 
language, their songs, and in the land itself: Sali's "fatherland" or Naim's 
"motherland," as the songs so often call it. They came to see themselves as 
heirs to a centuries-old legacy of Albanian heroes, and to embrace as their 
ideal of masculinity the warrior-hero who fights and dies for his country. 
It is this heroic ethos that is embodied and evoked in the highly dramatic, 
hyper-masculine manner in which Prespa men perform lart&r songs, which 
they relish as no others in their repertoire. By singing these songs, they put 
themselves in touch with that heroism, in a sense claiming it as an attribute 
of themselves.35 The affect-laden discourses of the Rilindja-with their 
emphasis on the seductive beauty of the countryside, the kinship-like ties 
that bind Albanian speakers to their language and land, and the pathos of 
the fallen hero lamented by his stricken people, or even by nature itself- 
have created deep emotional bonds between village men and nationalist 
ideals. 

A number of Prespa men, however, do not know who the heroes are 
about whom they sing. While some have a sense of who the Frashiri broth- 
ers were-and perhaps Sali Butka-they do not necessarily know that the 
Gani in their songs is Sali Butka's son, nor are they aware that Zejnel Abe- 
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din was the son of Husayn and not a brave Albanian soldier.36 Ironically, 
the loyalty to homeland that heroic songs have fostered may in fact have 
motivated Prespa men to become World War II partisans for Yugoslavia 
rather than Albania.37 It is not so much the particulars of the songs that have 
had an enduring importance to Prespa men, but rather the abstract images 
of heroism, national loyalty, and manliness that the songs have crystallized, 
as well as the sense of community that is evoked whenever men gather 
together to sing. 

Reproducing the Nation 

As Appadurai has reminded us, sentiments that link notions of nation to 
notions of self are not "primordial": they have arisen "not from the individu- 
al psyche or from the hoary mists of tradition but from the specific, histori- 
cally situated play of public and group opinions about the past" (1996:146). 
Among the nations of southeastern Europe, such sentiments must be seen 
as in large part the creation of the writer-politicians who brought those na- 
tions into being a century or more ago. Their continuing salience in the 1990s, 
however, has been possible only because of a concerted effort within each 
national group to promote cultural forms imbued with nationalist imagery 
during each historical period since the "awakenings." 

In the face of a resurgence of nationalist rhetoric in many parts of south- 
eastern Europe (less so among Albanians than among certain of their neigh- 
bors), the more deleterious aspects of local ideologies and their manipula- 
tion by political elites have begun to be scrutinized by members of the 
intelligentsia as well as by outside commentators. Among the most power- 
ful of these, as well as the most troubling, is the figure of the warrior-hero 
who fights and kills in the name of the nation. As war engulfed Yugoslavia 
in the early 1990s, for example, one of the most vexing questions for ob- 
servers was how individuals could be motivated to turn on their long-time 
neighbors "with whom coffee had been drunk until yesterday" (Senjkovik 
1996:41), to the extent of torturing or killing them. How was it that nation- 
alist programs, formulated around the interests of politicians living for the 
most part in urban centers, could so mobilize young men from rural areas 
to fight in what was cast as an inter-ethnic struggle? Over the past few years 
a plethora of scholarly analyses of the Yugoslav war has appeared, all of 
which make it clear that the answer is exceptionally complex. But one 
factor that has received relatively little attention is the gendered dimension 
of nationalist discourses: the way that nationalist rhetoric plays to a man's 
deep-seated sense of masculinity, so that picking up arms in putative de- 
fense of nation is experienced as a personal merging with a cultural ideal. 

Today the discourse of the warrior for the nation lives on in many guis- 
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es in the countries of southeastern Europe, as it does elsewhere. It is enshrined 
in many of the men's historical and patriotic songs, as well as in their dance 
forms. It is embodied in the statues of famous warriors and the monuments 
to war heroes that stand guard across the landscape, as well as in folkloric 
presentations in which children depict the actions of battalions or recite na- 
tionalist poetry to the accompaniment of enthusiastic flag-waving. It was cen- 
tral to media forms of the socialist period such as films about World War II, 
as it was to cultural forms that characterized the Yugoslav war, including 
music videos in which young soldiers in camouflage outfits fired at high-rise 
apartment buildings to the blare of upbeat rock songs.38 Regrettably, such 
images have only been reinforced by U.S. imports such as the "Rambo" films, 
which are now often cited by southeast European commentators as model- 
ing for local youth a particularly brazen form of nationalist machismo. 

Feminists in the former Yugoslavia and elsewhere draw our attention 
to another side of the warrior discourse.39 If the nation is conceived of, in 
Anderson's famous phrase, as "a deep, horizontal comradeship" or "frater- 
nity" (1991:3), then men in national wars are united as brothers, fighting in 
defense of the besieged "Motherland" or as the "sons of the Fatherland.'"40 
In such a gendered schema, women occupy an ambivalent position, partic- 
ularly in wartime: while members of the nation, they have customarily been 
excluded both from the male realm within which decisions about the "na- 
tional interest" have been made, and from the battlefield where the nation 
has been defended.41 Nationalist movements can in fact provide a pretext 
for men to reassert their primacy in public life, as well as increased control 
over the private, familial realm and, hence, the activities of women. 

Within the logic of nationalist constructs, women often come to sym- 
bolize the (mother)land that is being fought for or the "honor" of its peo- 
ple (cf. Yuval-Davis 1993:627) and thus in war become the targets of rape 
and torture; rape also pollutes the purity of an enemy nation conceived of 
in racial terms as a biological lineage. Similarly, entire families may be 
murdered, including elders, women, and children, in an attempt to oblit- 
erate the future generations of an enemy community. In times of war, 
women are frequently called upon to assume the most traditional of patri- 
archal roles: the nurturers of the nation who "give birth to heroes," or the 
tragic figures who lament those heroes when they die. It is in these stoic 
roles-as unnamed mothers, sisters, and wives-that women most often 
figure in nationalist cultural forms in southeastern Europe, including the 
narrative songs of rural men. Perhaps inspired by these forms, it is precise- 
ly this role-the woman in mourning-that members of the Serbian femi- 
nist group Women in Black have dramatized in their antiwar protests (Mla- 
djenoviC and Litricin 1993:116), which indict warfare in part for its 
reawakening of patriarchal gender roles. As men assume the role of the 
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weapon-wielding warrior in times of conflict, they may also turn their weap- 
ons on the women in their own families and communities-the "Inside Oth- 
er," as Ivekovi( (1993:116) has described them, living in society's midst. This 
too was evidenced during the Yugoslav war, as it was during civil unrest in 
Albania in 1997, when instances of violence toward women escalated (Mla- 
djenovie and Litricin 1993:116-17; "Albanian" email discussion list, 12 Au- 
gust 1997). In effect, then, the discourse of the warrior impedes the wom- 
en of a national group from attaining what has been one of the foremost goals 
of most nationalist movements: a place within modernity. 

Of the various nationalist discourses that circulate throughout south- 
eastern Europe, that of military heroism has become deeply implicated in 
the reproduction of a division of labor in which the fate of the family lies 
in the hands of men who may choose to overlook their ties to their neigh- 
bors and involve their communities in actions that further consolidate their 
power over others and confirm their sense of masculinity, all in the name 
of nation. As the Yugoslav war and continuing tensions in the region have 
made particularly clear, the model for action set forth by such a discourse 
must now be strenuously reconsidered by all national groups in the region. 
As the poetry of the Rilindja makes clear, there are other models. 

The Words of the Candle 

An Inedit recording by the men's vocal group from Gjirokaster, Alba- 
nia, released in France in 1995, features a polyphonic song called "The 
Words of the Candle" ("Fjalt e qiririt"): 

Ndo mest tuaj kam qendruar 
Ejam duke perveluar, 
Q& t'u jap pakeze drito, 
Natone t'ua boj dite. 

Porju do te rri tM tretem, 
Asnjo piko to mos mbetem, 
Po to digiem me dishiri, 
Sa toI munt t'u ndrij mo miroi. 

Kur me shihni se jam tretur, 
Mos kujtoni se kam vdekur; 
Jam i giall' ejam no jeto, 
Jam no dritot to vortete. 

I stand in your midst 
and am consumed by fire, 
so as to give you a bit of light, 
so as to make of the night day. 

For you I will burn myself out 
until not one trace of me remains, 
for I burn with desire 
so that I may shine for you more brightly. 

When you see that I am extinguished altogether 
do not think that I have died; 
I am alive and will live on, 
because I have reached the true light. 

Is this an example of Bektashi imagery in which the human soul, burning 
with love for God, dissolves into the greater reality of His universal pres- 
ence? Or is the candle the "illuminist" (iluminist): the poet giving his life 
to his poetry in order to spread a message of self-elevation to his fellow 
countrymen? The song is based on the opening lines of the first published 
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Albanian-language poem of Naim FrashSri, originally called simply, "The 
Candle" (1884).42 At a time of economic crisis and political upheaval, both 
Albanians and their neighbors very much need such candles. 

A second recent borrowing from Naim's works is far more potent in 
its political message. That message concerns Albanians in the province of 
Kosova (Serb. Kosovo), an Albanian-majority area within Serbia whose au- 
tonomy was forcefully rescinded by Serbian president Slobodan Milogevie 
beginning in 1989. In the early 1990s a singer from Albania named Gizim 
Nika, who hails from the northern town of Tropoje on the border with 
Kosova, released a cassette entitled Toske e Gego Njf Arberia ("Tosks and 
Gegs One Albania"), a phrase whose antiquated language immediately 
evokes the period of the Rilindja.43 Two of the songs consist of lines from 
Naim's "Bageti e BujqeSsija," reordered slightly and accommodated some- 
what to northern speech. Of these, the first, "Kenga e mergimtarit" ("Song 
of the Exile"), consists of a rearrangement of lines found toward the begin- 
ning of the poem, using as its refrain the couplet: 

Shqiperi! o nena ime! ndonsejam-o i merguar, 
Dashurine tende zemra kurre s'ka me harru= hej! 

Albania! O my mother[land]! Even though I am in exile 
My heart has never forgotten your love. 

Although in highly oblique ways, most of the songs on Nika's cassette 
refer to the political situation in Kosova. They seem intended at the very 
least to transmit a sense of unity and solidarity from Albanians in Albania 
to those in Kosova, but perhaps also to incite Kosovare to rise up against 
what virtually all Albanians regard as Serbian oppression. In this particular 
song, Kosovarie are cast as exiles from their Albanian homeland and urged 
to foreground their allegiance to it in any struggle that might ensue. Koso- 
vare, however, have not to date taken a public stance consistent with such 
an appeal. In 1991, in elections organized by their "parallel government," 
they voted overwhelmingly to declare themselves independent of both 
Albania and Yugoslavia. 

After its release, Nika's song became extraordinarily popular in Koso- 
va but was sung there with a refrain beginning "O Kosova my mother- 
[land]." The song's new wording was perhaps deliberately ambiguous. On 
the one hand, through its allusion to a famous poem, it allowed both per- 
former and audience to express an allegiance to national identity in a way 
that avoided direct mention of Albania itself. On the other hand, it could 
be heard as setting Kosova apart as a "homeland" in its own right, thus 
challenging the image of national unity that both Nika's version of the song 
and Naim's poem set forth. In this form the song became widely sung within 
Albanian communities from the former Yugoslavia living in the United States 
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and elsewhere. Once again Naim's evocative verses had become a touch- 
stone for the expression of nationalist sentiments as well as a vehicle for 
contestation at a time when new political configurations were being imag- 
ined. And just as a century ago, singers giving voice to Albania's poets- 
and through them deploying what are now established nationalist discours- 
es-were able to evoke deeply felt sentiments among listeners who might 
never encounter the poet's message in printed form. 

In the wake of the collapse of socialist systems throughout Albanian 
areas and of the breakup of Yugoslavia, questions of national identity and 
of political affiliation have in recent years become the focus of intense 
consideration, and Albanians have taken up roles in political life that seem 
in many ways to parallel those common during the latter half of the nine- 
teenth century. As of this writing, a number of academicians and literati 
have become prominent in electoral politics, including Pjeter Arbnori and 
Sabri Godo (Sali Butka's biographer) in Albania, and Ibrahim Rugova, Adem 

Demagi, and Mark Krasniqi in Kosova. One striking example for the present 
study is writer and literary critic Rexhep Qosja, an authority on the Rilind- 
ja and on Naim Frasheri particularly (see Qosja 1986), who in the early 
1990s became one of the most respected spokespersons regarding the sta- 
tus of Kosova. There is even a "Song for Rexhep Qosja" ("Kenge per Re- 
xhep Qosjen"), extolling him as a "torchbearer" (pishtar), on Gezim Nika's 
cassette. Albanian intellectuals in Kosova have presented themselves as 
"enlighteners" in the Rilindja tradition, strongly advocating a path of non- 
violent resistance to Serbian rule. As of this writing, however, they are being 
countered by a new, pete-like organization, the Kosova Liberation Army 
(UCK), whose members-drawn largely from rural areas-have declared 
themselves willing to take up the role of warrior-hero to defend their home 
communities by force.44 

A closer parallel to Rilindja figures are the members of the contempo- 
rary diasporic intelligentsia, consisting of students, scholars, and profession- 
als from both Albania and the former Yugoslavia living in Western Europe, 
North America, and elsewhere. These are highly educated, multilingual 
individuals whose intellectual and experiential vistas are often more worldly 
than those of their counterparts living within homeland areas. Unlike the 
intelligentsia of the turn of the century, it is less through printed newspa- 
pers and magazines than through forms of electronic media that their cur- 
rent, often intense and virulent debates about politics and identity are most 
actively carried out.45 Rather than poetry, their literary output is far more 
likely to be in the form of manuals for computer software or analyses of 
foreign media representations of Albania-hardly the stuff of songs. The 
discourses of the Rilindja live on prominently in the debates of this "elec- 
tronic community." But having witnessed in recent years the destruction 
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fueled by the nationalist claims of their neighbors, and having become at- 
tuned to perspectives on the construction of national identity that are much 
like those that I am proposing here, some also show a deep skepticism 
toward notions of Albanianness that are, in the words of one member of 
an electronic discussion list, "romantically rooted in a mythical past."46 

Perhaps the best that can be hoped is that a new generation of "illumi- 
nists" will come to political and social prominence not only within the 
Albanian homelands but throughout southeastern Europe: men-and wom- 
en-who both respect the sense of purpose that may be drawn from na- 
tional identities and recognize their contingency and limitations. To do so, 
they will need to honor the most enabling aspects of their cultural legacy 
and be ready to abandon those aspects that are most crippling, so as to be 
able to focus their attention on current realities and effective future strate- 
gies. In the process, those individuals involved in the cultural realm will 
no doubt wish to consider which received cultural forms, including folk- 
loric ones, might play a constructive role in processes of social transforma- 
tion, and which might serve merely to ensnare future generations in con- 
structions of national and gendered identity that are no longer productive. 
Whether singers will take up new visions of collective identity generated 
among these "illuminists" or create new images themselves remains to be 
seen.47 But such a re-visioning of identity may be the only possible means 
of balancing political and economic processes within Europe and beyond 
that threaten either to peripheralize southeast Europeans within a new set 
of asymmetrical regional alignments, or to destabilize their societies for 
years to come. 

Notes 

1. This article derives from a paper first delivered at the joint annual meetings of the Ameri- 
can Folklore Society and the Society for Ethnomusicology, in Milwaukee, Wisconsin, Octo- 
ber 1994. A subsequent version was presented as the Charles Seeger Memorial Lecture in the 
Department of Music at Harvard University in September 1996. Research carried out in Alba- 
nia in the summer of 1994 was supported by a Short-Term Travel Grant from the Internation- 
al Research and Exchanges Board (IREX) and by a grant from the American Philosophical 
Society. 

I wish to express my gratitude to a generation of scholars in both Albania and Kosova, 
upon whose careful research my argument in this paper builds. I also wish to thank Sarah 
Fuller, Dane Kusit, Donna Buchanan, Tom Turino, Stephen Blum, Anne Rasmussen, and Mar- 
tin Stokes, all of whom offered valuable suggestions on earlier versions of this paper. Special 
thanks are due to Triumf Qosej, a graduate student at SUNY Stony Brook, for his meticulous 
help with the English translations; as well as to linguist Ardian Vehbiu, formerly of the Insti- 
tute of Linguistics and Literature in Tirane, who caught many small errors in an earlier draft, 
suggested some additional sources, and helped me to fine-tune a number of points in my ar- 
gument. Any errors remaining are entirely my own. 

2. It is difficult to find the proper language to speak about linguistic groups in a period 
before they developed a concept of national identity. In this paper I have chosen to use the 
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phrase "Albanian speakers" to specify individuals who speak as their first language any form 
of what is now recognized as the Albanian language. I use the term "Albanians" for those 
Albanian speakers who have adopted for themselves a term of national identity, such as shqip- 
tar, that would translate as "Albanian." I also distinguish between northern Albanians, from 
communities lying north of the Shkumbin river in present-day Albania or from contiguous areas 
in the former Yugoslavia; and southern Albanians, from areas lying south of the Shkumbin or 
from contiguous areas of Macedonia and Greece. Beginning in the eighteenth century, these 
groups were known respectively as Gegs and Tosks (see Zojzi 1962). 

3. Balibar (1991) and Chatterjee (1986, 1993) are among the scholars who have iden- 
tified distinct phases in the development of nationalist movements. Albanians, who came to 
see themselves as rightful "Europeans" or "Westerners" seeking liberation from the Ottoman 
"East," provide an interesting contrast with the Indian subjects of Chatterjee's writings, who 
saw themselves as Easterners needing both to appropriate and to resist Western discourses 
of nation and modernity. 

4. For accounts of this period of Ottoman history that follow the world systems model, 
see particularly Wallerstein et al. 1987, Keyder 1987, Pamuk 1987, and Kasaba 1988. 

5. One exception to this progression from literary activities to political resistance was 
the Serbian nationalist movement, in which the two phases developed virtually independent 
of each other at roughly the same time. 

6. Histories in Western European languages of the Albanian Rilindja and the nationalist 
movement include Skendi 1967, Bartl 1968, and Faensen 1980. The most detailed general 
history of Albania is Pollo et al. 1965-67. 

7. For biographical information on Mitko, see Haxhihasani 1962 and 1981:11-59; and 
Polio et al. 1965-67 (vol. 2). 

8. As one example, a list of prospective members for the founding of an Albanian orga- 
nization in Alexandria, dated 1881, names a large number of individuals from the Korgi~ dis- 
trict in the south, as well as persons from several other central and southern districts; from 
the Shkodir district in the north; from Ulcinj, Prizren, and Bitola (now in Montenegro, Koso- 
va, and Macedonia, respectively); and from several settlements now in northern Greece (Faens- 
en 1980:47-48). 

9. All translations in the paper have been prepared by the author, those from Albanian 
in consultation with Triumf Qosej and Ardian Vehbiu. 

10. Albanian speakers in southern Greece, known in Greek as arvanites, are thought 
to have moved there from present-day Albanian lands beginning in the fourteenth century or 
earlier. Those in Italy, the albanese, descend from families that relocated there from the Al- 
banian homelands or from Greece beginning in the fifteenth century. Both groups refer to 
themselves by terms such as arberore or arberesh0, which derive from the medieval word 
for Albania, Arbieri (in northern speech Arbni). See (abej 1975:62-70 and 1976:885-88 for 
the history of these terms; see Pipa 1978:40-81 for an English-language overview of the com- 
munities in Greece and Italy. 

11. Alvanike melissa (Beleta shqypetare), Alexandria 1878. The materials in Mitko's 
collection are reprinted both in Sako and Haxhihasani 1961:17-185; and in Haxhihasani 
1981:65-505. 

12. For information on literacy and education among southern Albanians during this 
period, and opposition to it by Greek religious leaders, see Skendi 1967:129-44. 

13. Such an emphasis on regionalism impeded the development of a sense of Albanian 
nationhood long after the period of the war of independence. In 1928, King Zog noted that 

... the average Albanian knows nothing about nationality. He had always looked up to 
the head of his tribe, or his Bey, as the supreme authority. He has got to be taught grad- 
ually to transfer this local allegiance, admirable in itself, to the central government. He 
must learn in fact that while remaining the member of the tribe, he is also a citizen of 
the state (cited in Fischer 1995:23). 

14. The terms shqypetar (today shqiptar) and Shqipieri derive from shqip, the word that 
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Albanians now use to refer to their language. The etymology of these terms is still a matter of 
debate. One theory, deriving them from shqipe or shqiponje ("eagle"), and thus linking them 
to the emblem on the Albanian flag, has been refuted by Albania's preeminent linguist, Eqrem 
(abej (1975:69-70). A second theory, relating them to the verb shqiptoj ("to speak in a man- 
ner that is understood"; cf. German deutsch), is more credible but remains problematic (idem). 
According to Zojzi (1962), first written mention of the term shqiptar dates from 1706 in north- 
ern areas and from 1774 in the south (in the form skiptar), although he adds that the term 
was not in widespread use until the nineteenth century. Naqi (1976) attributes the earliest 
occurrence of the appellation Shqiperi (in the south; Shqipni in the north) to the late eigh- 
teenth century. 

15. Haxhihasani (1962:89) proposes that, in fact, Mitko reworked certain songs quite 
substantially; it also seems possible that he created a few himself. 

16. For a discussion of debates within late Ottoman society regarding alaturka and 
alafranga practices, see Mardin 1974. 

17. The extent to which the concept of "enlightenment" struck a responsive chord 
among the Albanian intelligentsia is evident in various publications entitled either Drita 
("Light") or Dituria ("Knowledge") that appeared beginning in the Rilindja period. Other fre- 
quently used titles include Liria ("Freedom"), Zgjimi ("Awakening"), and Rilindja ("Rebirth") 
(see Skendi 1967:145-164). 

18. My information on Naim's life comes primarily from Shuteriqi 1982 and Qosja 1986. 
For additional biographical information on the three FrashSri brothers, see Skendi 1967, Po- 
Ilo et al. 1965-67 (vol. 2):160-62, 216-25; Norris 1993:161-88; and Elsie 1995:226-48. 

19. For information on Albanian Bektashism, see Birge 1937, Baba Rexhebi 1970, Nor- 
ris 1993, and Trix 1993. 

20. A southern Albanian song about Abdyl Frasheri that is particularly relevant to this 
study is included in Sugarman 1997a: 163-64. 

21. For information on Sami Frasheri, see K. Frasheri 1966, Kaleshi 1970, Akiin 1979, 
Gawrych 1983, Balim 1995, and Elsie 1995:241-48. 

22. Gellner points out that imperial or colonial subjects have often had a choice between 
declaring themselves for the nationalist cause of their "ethnic" group or assimilating to the 
dominant culture, adding, "indeed, many must have taken both paths, successively or simul- 
taneously" (1983:66). Such seems to have been the case with Sami, who in the 1870s evidently 
advocated continuing participation by Albanians in a reconceived Ottoman state (Gawrych 
1983)-a position that he later rejected. Gellner's amusing but condescending characteriza- 
tion of East European nationalism (1983:58-62) seems at times to have been written with 
Albanians and the Frasheri brothers in mind, but he greatly underestimates the erudition and 
self-possessed intelligence of figures such as Sami. 

23. Qosja 1986:17-89 provides a detailed account of Naim's literary influences. 
24. See Kastrati 1971, Kostallari 1990 and 1991, and Lafe 1991 for Naim's contributions, 

and Kaleshi 1970 for Sami's. 
25. Two major editions have been published of Naim's collected works: one edited by 

Rexhep Qosja, Nazmi Rrahmani, and others and published in Prishtine, Kosova (1978-1986); 
and a three-volume edition published in Tirane, Albania in 1995, which is a reissue of volumes 
prepared by a variety of language scholars during the 1950s and 1960s. I have used the Ti- 
rane edition for the examples in this paper. 

26. Educators, together with the sons of merchant and artisan families, also dominated 
the Macedonian Revolutionary Organization, which was active during the same period. See 
Perry 1988:180-83 for statistics on its membership. 

27. At the time that the poem was composed, the remains of the three Frasheri broth- 
ers were located in Istanbul. In 1937, however, those of Abdyl and Naim were transferred to 
Tirane. 

28. Albanians in Prespa live primarily in the following villages: Sopocke (Mac. Sopotsko), 
Kozjak, Bollacerke e Siperme (Gorna Bela Crkva), Bollacerke e Poshtme (Dolna Bela Crkva), 
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Gerqar (Gmrnari), Asamat (Asamati), Kranje (Krani), Arvat (Arvati), and Nakolec (see also Os- 
mani 1996). I have written about the Prespa men's repertoire particularly in Sugarman 1988 
and 1997a. Commercial recordings featuring Prespa singing include Leibman 1974, Vuylsteke 
1981, and Sugarman 1997b. 

29. The opening of the song, as sung in Prespa, is an alteration of line 20 of the poem 
"Ku merzen cjapi me zile" ("where the goat with its bell takes its noontime rest"). 

30. With the exception of "Zejnel Abedin i shtritur," versions of all these songs, togeth- 
er with their literary origins, have been documented by Albanian folklorists (see, for exam- 
ple, Haxhihasani 1971 and Panajoti 1982). On the related question of literary borrowings from 
village songs, see Podgorica 1986. 

31. This information comes from a Bektashi woman whom I met in Tiranie in 1994, who 
immediately recognized the song as associated with devotional gatherings. Ardian Vehbiu 
(personal communication) relates that much of the poetry created by southern Albanian 
Muslims before Naim's time was composed to be recited aloud, either in teahouses or in the 
teqes, which functioned rather like community centers. Poems were written down by their 
creators simply as a mnemonic device, but might then be copied by hand and recited in oth- 
er locales. By attending such recitations, individuals who were not literate were able to learn 
whole sections of poetry from memory. In an era when few people were literate, recitation 
was a far more important means of literary transmission than was any written document-as, 
it appears, were sung performances of poems. 

32. Orhan Pojani and Thimi Marko were trustees of the Albanian school in Korqie (see 
Skendi 1967:136). 

33. According to Fischer (1995:46), a similar strategy prevailed during World War II 
within Albanian partisan forces, whose members were given instruction in reading and writ- 
ing as a first step in their political education. 

34. One such example is the aptly titled film Liri a Vdekje (Liberty or Death), which 
recounts the activities of the pete of Bajo and Cergiz Topulli. The soundtrack includes several 
songs of the period that refer specifically to the Cetd's operations. 

35. In the course of my interviews with Presparie during the period 1985-87, two men 
in fact singled out the song "Malet e Gramosit qajne" as one of their favorites, precisely be- 
cause they identified with the heroic image that it conveys. The older man, who was in his 
fifties when I interviewed him, remembers his elders referring to a printed book when learn- 
ing the song, presumably in the years before World War II. 

36. One man, who otherwise knows a great deal about the Prespa repertoire, suggest- 
ed to me that Zejnel Abedin was a man who had been away on gurbet, that is, working abroad. 
In general, Kolonjarie are more knowledgeable about their songs, in part because they see 
themselves as akin historically to the Bektashi poets of southern Albania. 

37. During the socialist period, many Presparie retained a high degree of loyalty to Yu- 
goslavia, and a number fought as Yugoslav partisans in World War II. 

38. Thanks to Mirjana Laugevie, who provided me with copies of such videos. For some 
English-language accounts of the relationship between nationalism, war, and forms of music 
in the former Yugoslavia, see Laugevi' 1994, Prelic 1995, Feldman 1995, and Ceribagii 1995. 

39. Ivekovic 1993 and Mladjenovic and Litricin 1993 offer two perspectives on what the 
latter refer to as "the patriarchal and sexist essence of nationalism and war" (p. 116), with 
specific reference to the war in Yugoslavia. Ivekovic in particular speaks of the "figure of the 
Rambo-like warrior in a ruthless, sexually powerful, and racist brotherhood" (p. 119). For more 
general analyses of the gendered dimensions of nationalism, see Mosse 1985, Fox 1987, Park- 
er et al. 1992, Enloe 1993, Yuval-Davis 1993, Verdery 1994, and McClintock 1995. 

40. There is clearly much more that could be said about the contrast between Naim's 
"motherland" (mem&dhe) and Sali Butka's "fatherland" (atdhe). Delaney 1995 discusses a sim- 
ilar pair of terms in Turkish nationalist writings, while Fox (1987:568-69) offers a pointed 
reading of the historical shift in rhetoric from "motherland" to "fatherland" that Herder helped 
to effect. 
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41. In Albanian lands, women were not necessarily excluded from combat in pre-nation- 
alist times. A few songs in Bl1eta shqypetare recount the deeds of women warriors, includ- 
ing the famous Albanian heroine of the Greek war of independence, Bubullina. Participation 
of Albanian women in combat continued at least into the first decades of this century. In Ti- 
rane in 1922, during a period of disorder following the first World War, Lane encountered 
one such woman fighter. Expected to stay home from the fray to care for an ailing mother, 
she was loath to accept the more "feminine" role that may have become women's lot only 
during the nationalist period: 

"Do you think I cannot fight?" she said. "Ask my brother. Ask the Serbs if I can fight. 
There is not a man in Albania who knows a rifle better than I. They did not keep me in 
a house when the Serbs came! I was out on the hills with the men when the Serbs came. 
And now-now when traitors, when men who sell their honor for money, are murder- 
ing Albania, I must sit in a house! I must sit on a cushion!" (Lane 1923:340-41). 

42. Retitled "The Words of the Candle," the poem was later included in Naim's textbook, 
"Poems for Primary Schools" (Vjersha per mesonjetoret to para), published in Bucharest in 
1886 (see N. Frasheri 1995b:15-17). 

43. One version of Nika's cassette was issued in Kosova on Kosovafonia KF-5007. Ar- 

beri, the medieval name for Albania (see note 10), is today used at times to indicate what are 
otherwise referred to as trojet shqiptaro, the "Albanian lands" in the Balkan peninsula. Preli' 
1995 provides an exemplary analysis of the politicization of the status of Kosova in post-so- 
cialist Serbia, but does not address the repercussions of such politicization for the Albanian 
majority living there. 

44. For a more skeptical analysis of the participation of intellectuals in political life, see 
the posting "Intellectuals in Power" by Ardian Vehbiu on the Albanian discussion list, 9 No- 
vember 1997, archived at <http://listserv.acsu.buffalo.edu/archives/albanian.html>. The 
present study was written before the Serbian military intervention in Kosova that began in 
February, 1998. It is meant to address such offensive actions carried out in the namwe of 
nation, rather than those taken in defense of family and home. 

45. See particularly the "Albanian" homepage at <www.albanian.com>. As of January 
1998, over 400 individuals in at least 30 different countries, the great majority of them Alba- 
nian, subscribed to an email discussion list associated with the site, which also contains links 
to electronic journals from both Albania and the United States. 

46. Ardian Vehbiu, "Albanian" discussion list, 13 June 1997. In that same month, as list 
members in the diaspora carried out an erudite debate over historical linguistics while mas- 
sive civil unrest was unfolding in Albania, one list member berated his colleagues in language 
drawn directly from Naim: "I fear for the future of the Albanian Reality List. I mean the mul- 
titude of people who live currently in Albania and their numerous problems. The computer- 
ized mass is supposed to enlighten them. Alas! Enlightening presupposes the ability to impart 
acquired enlightenment, illumination, light. The sages and visionaries of the list seem to grope 
under flickering candles." 

In direct contrast, a more recent posting from January 1998 attributed the inaction of 
diaspora Albanians in the face of a crisis at home to what the author called the "Naim Frasheri 
syndrome," by which he meant, in part, "the desire to think poetically and in the imaginative 
manner for. .. Albania, concerning the mountains, the fields, the sea, the earth and so on, 
but not in the same grade or in the same manner for the [A]lbanians ... we all dream, talk, 
fight for Albania as a landscape but very little for Albanians." 

47. Recordings of Albanian-language songs, in the form of music cassettes and videos, 
are an important force in uniting members of the far-flung Albanian diaspora and of articulat- 
ing their concerns. In addition to singers such as Gezim Nika, who specialize in patriotic 
themes, a number of singer-songwriters are currently addressing a range of social issues in 
their songs (see Sugarman, in press). Most song lyrics, however, remain firmly within stan- 
dard nationalist discourses. 
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